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The construction industry is one of
the most dangerous industries where
workers are constantly at risk of injury.
From falls and slips to electrocutions
and asbestos, the construction site
is full of health and safety hazards.

MORE THAN

60%

20%

of accidents
occur within a
worker’s first
year on the job1

of worker fatalities
are in the construction
industry in the US1

71%
TO OTHER
COMPARED
INDUSTRIES,

higher injury rates
are seen in the
construction industry1

Organizations can better protect their employees
and mitigate risks on-site with an effective and
robust safety program

Top Safety Program Challenges in the Construction Industry
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How a Digital Solution Can Help Overcome These Challenges

A user-friendly,
mobile platform
empowers employees
and contractors to
take safety into their
own hands

All information in one
platform streamlines
communication from
boardroom executives
to front-line workers
across multiple sites

Access to eLearning
courses and training
tracking helps ensure
training certifications
are up to date and
all courses are
completed on time

We needed an effective way to communicate
our safety message to all of our operations and
a system that could connect office and field
employees as one safety culture. Now we are
able to give them relevant information in a short
format, at a pace that impacts their job without
being a burden on their decision-making.
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Want to learn how the
Alcumus suite of solutions
can help you easily create
a safer work environment?
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To find out more visit
alcumus.com

Speak to one
of our Alcumus
representatives
today.
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